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EARLY ADOLESCENT EDUCATION

introduction

1

V
This synthesi of research and literature-related,to the

education of the early adolescent involved analysis of 83

documents.. These documents Were analyzed against the

following key questions:

.4 What are the characteristiC of the early
adolescent? .

What are the learning theories most appliwble
to the early adolescent and what do theseuggest
'for educationarpIanhing?

o What organizational and curriculum patterns arg
1 most effective in producing desired learning

outcomes while -arcommodating the chAracteristics
of, the early adolescent?

What do the primary cognitive attributes of -the
early.adolescent suggest for the selection of
appropriate teNhing -Strategies and instructional
methods?

The report i organited into four sections: Charac
.

teristicg of -Early Adolescents; 'Cognitive Styles of Early

Adolescents; Organizational Practices and Curriculum; and

Instructional MethodS. A/bibliography is included.

Characteristics,of Early Adolescents

Early adolescence is a time of biological instability

and heightened Rmotionality. The young adeilescent,is fOrced

by biological changes to quickly come to terms with a whole

new set of urgep, drives and phySical capabilities,

4

quite difficult to control. These years are also charcterized
t
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by great physical variations between persons' of the.same

chronological age; this can'add another point of stress:
.

According to Peter H. Marorella (1980), adolescent,

deVelopmentallcharacteristics afford a-baseline from which
, , ....

to initiate godl setting and 'instructional planning for the .

\.,

middle grades. These characteristics can function either as
.

a monitor for expectations' of students or as,a guide for

facilitatinginaturally evolving capabilaties7 if the

characteristics of the adolescent influence, such planning',

the Setting .of unachievable goals is-more.likely to be avoided.

Erikson (1968) describes developmental issues that must

be resolved by'the'adolescent if he or she to form an

adult identity,. Basic trust is an issue as the adolescent
,,...

aves froM trust in parents, teachers and other' adults to
.1' '' .-

. ,
. .

. %

trust in peers and, ultimately/ to trust in self. Adolescence,

according-to Erikso4,-,isa time of shifting groups 'as relation-.

whips are redefined in response to a.desire for greater
A , .. t

4 1
.

.

independence and'self-'reliance. The devlopment'of autonomy
* ... . . . , .

. .

.is acrucial issue,for the young adolescent.as he or she moves

away from family to greater relidhce on peers in preparation
/ ..

, '

for greater reliance on ,self. Creating a school environment
. i

.

which foster's healthy addlescent'develo ment calls. for estab-
. T , :

, - lishment ofa balance between autonomy without limits and
. , .

heavy doses. of conformity thht stifle the budding sense of
,

...,,
..4

. ,-
. autonomy. The, development of indiaStry and initiative is

.v. %
important-to.young adolescents who need opportunities to °

.

achieve ,physical and intelledtUal mastery. If these are
f
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accomplished,. the adolescent can sense him/herself as

sudbessfql, capable aT "getting the job done." It is

hypcydhesized that a correlation may exist between lack of

confidence in abilities and opportunities to test new skills

and a lack of interest-that many young adolescents feel about

school. The development of a sense of identity as opposed

,td a sense of,role confusion is the major task of adoles-

cence, according to Erikson. Foctsing on the development of

identity. is possible because of the new self-awareness that

grows out of changes.in cognition, The deyelopment of a

capacity for intimacy rather than isolation is a major task
k

of the adolescent. The complex nature of the development .

of intimacy and the importance of firm foundations in pre-

'1 .adult developmental stages are-stressed by Erikson if-:the

emerging young adult is to be successful in work and love.

Looking at the work of f#ind (A Sympathetic Under-*

standing of the' Child, l974),' we see that there is a growth

thrust .at the age of eleven, when activity levels show a

marked increase. Children of this age experience difficulty

In keeping still. They demonstrate an expanded appetite for

new experience, knowledge-of the world, and more information

about people. Emotional, control fer'the eleven year old is

low, with confrontation with peers and authority often

serving as a means to define self. Elkind states that above

all( the e;even year old needs to be noticed, and cannot-

toleratkindifference.

-The twelve year old seen as outgoing, enthusiastic

3



and geherous, and often subject to extreme emotional swings.

He or she is beginning to aspert that he/she'iS no' longer a .

.

5-
child, and defines him /herself through friendships. With

4 respect to schooling, twelve year olds take strong stands

and either claim to love or hate it. Children of this age

will respond to a strong teacher, but one who lacks skill
,

.
.

will soon lose control of the class. Disruptive classroom

behavior at this stage does not necessarily mean that either

the school or the teacher is disliked.

At thir een, there appeaka to be a gradualturning in,

and preoccUpation with 'self and aelf-evaluation. Thip is

often the least happy of these years. Adolescents at' this

age are very self-conscious, and may be shytor unwilling to

read or perform in front of their classmates. Howler, at

this stage, students are better organized and use their time

more constructively than, they did before.

Central to most articles on the subject of cognitive

development,and behavior in early adolescence, and one of the

most ap plicable to,burriculum design, is the work-ef Piaget
O l

(1950). Thre s of 'his work :have strong bearing on

ceseribing 4the chara eristrcs _of 'the adolescent.
,

The first is that many "negative" adolescent behaviors

are/derived from intelle ctual immaturity rather than from the

bad motives to which they are usuarly attributed. Adolescent

self- consciousness, boorishness and vandalism may result from

thecoristructin% of an'imaginery audience that monitors adoles-

cents' every move and thought.' This imaginery audience is made

t.
4. ,

8.
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possible by the operation of expanding adolescent` intelligence.

Complementing'the imaginary audience is another mental con-

struct, the personal fable, which can alto give rise to

behavior problems. A common fable is tila young adolescents
N

eel that their thoughts and f slings are.unique, when

actually common to all. They often assume.that their own

evaluation of the selv9s is automatically skated by everyone.

Also, the apparent hypocrisy of adolescents is often actually

a failure to distinguish between the expression of an ideal

and its pragmatic realization. Piaget, then, suggests that

adults look at these behaviors as "behavior typical for,this

age group," which -should be dealt with on a rational basis,

rather than reacted to with a sense of moral outrage.

The second aspect of Piaget's work related to early

. adolescence has to do with the stage concepts of concrete and

formal operations. According to Piagetian theory, the ages

of 12-15 are marked by the acquisitiorr.Of formal operational

thought. This thinking mode is a logical extension of the

skills a child has attained during earlier stages, and is

acquired ofadually during adolescence. Formal ,operational

thinking involves the ability to think about one's owns .

thinking process, and.the ability to recognize possibilities

in addition to the actualities of everyday experience.

Neither of, these thought processes is found in younger,
- 1

'concrete operational thinkers of the ages 7-12. This means'

N, that the adolescent can deduCe conclusions from prev)ously

giverrpremises, reason abstractly and reason inductively.

0
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The process of fcrmal operational thought is'neither automatic

nor universal. .Research with large numbers of American,

adolescents (Elkind, 1961; Martorano, 1977; Green, Ford,

Flamer, 1911) indicates that only one-third to one, -half of

AmericAn seventeen'year.olgs Will respond- at the formal

---bperational level on PiagetialTnsks. It should be noted

tha,t the adolescent's ability to think operationally is not

related to his or her knowledge or understanding of the

1

formal logic which'constitutes the basis for a Piagetian

analysis of thought.processes. What has been found is that

the nature of the task c]early influences the application of
Ao

formal 'operational, thought. Elkind explains that "while all

adolescents of average intellectual ability probably attain'

formal operltions, they do not apply them equally to all

aspects of reality." IntereStingly, a study of high school

biology students (Marek, 1980.) found th t the more form 1

."operational students possess a greater- ontent knowledge than

the ,more concrete operational students.

Hill (19iar'states that fornial operationalkills allow

adolescents to establish autonomy because tliteformal opera-

tional skills permit the adolescent to "read" other people

in more differentiated and complex ways. Formal(O-Perational

skills are necessary, too, in the mor ,mature forms of

100intimacy and integration with sexual Y. It should be

remembered here that new cognitive skills can also be

employed in the service of defenses and perception

distortions.

10
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Hill also Suggests that because adolescents can think

'effp4ively about what is possible rather than being tied to

v.Tat is, they have a personal, future unlike that of a younger

person. Thus, the consequences of presen t achievements for

future accomplishments can'be better appreciated. The
I

that characterizes adolescent career choices appears td

require formal operational thinking.

During early adolescence, identity is based on more

differentiated and more integrated self- concepjs. Adolescents

learn to qualify terms, make distinctions between real and
A

apilrent qualities, and acquire a new ability to put together

what-may seem to be 'inconsistent or contradictory.

Fo5mal operations are britical.to this pro6ess of identity

formation. As Erikson defined it,the process requires/simul-
.

taneoUs reflection on the observed behavior of both self and

otSers. The process requires taking a number Of perspectives.

.into account simultaneously; a feat possible only when formal-

operational skills are functioning-

.Growing out of research on cognitiVe development is
%

Piaget's postulatibn'(1932),.that a child's moral development

follows the same basic patterns as those of cognitive skills.

Moral Chemata are seen-as based upon the child's cognitive

structures. According too Pliaget, a basic shift takes place

in the quality of moral judgment when, at the age of twelve,

concrete operational thought giVes way to forrhal or abstrabt

thought processes. Here we find a shift from moral realism
los

:to moral "relativism," as demonstrated by a child who no

I
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longer blindly follows the letter of the law, but considers

the intent of the law or
.

act, with the pOssibility of'changes.
t

Foil the preoperational child, any~suggested change in the
,

.

rule's is regarded as transgression. FOr him or Tier, moral
t

, .. . ._ ,

rules have'an existence of their own., For the adolescent,

the age of eleven or twelve marksl'an orientation towards moral

autonomy and development of a sense of ethical and moral

responsibility based on abstr &ct thought processes which

have now become possible.
1.1

Kohlberg (1969) has created a more differentiated and

elaborate theoty'of six stages of moral development based on

Piaget's work with the sfage model. ,Each stage of Kohlberg's
. ,

.theory represents a distinct moral philosophy, which'has

implications for social, and political organization. He has

proposed that these six stages are universal and that the

thinking of any one stage is consistently applied to a variety

,of situations. According to.Kohlberg, development moves step .

by step:from lower to higher, goithat no stage can be skipped,
-7_

. , .

\but the age that a person 'reaches a cert ) in stageOiffers from

culture to culture. Kohlberg suggests that there is a point

to-point relationship betWeen his stages of moral, development

. \\

and Piaget's stages, of cognitive devel6pment. Kohlberg's stages

of moral developmentAave also been related. to Erikson stages',

of ego-identity (Podd, 1972).

The stages of Kohlberg's the6ry .(cited by Muuss4976.)
*.

are: tage One -- obedience and punishment orientation, where

the main motive given for obeying.,a rule is to avoid

48



punishrilent and to achieve.grtificatior0 Stage Two-- instru-

mental relativist orientation, where the child cars distinguish

between,the,physical and 'social-moral wor1C-141t confuses
7 -

individual needs and what is-thotight tocbe right Or- wrong;

*1 'h
Stage Three--interpersonal concordande orientation, which

Kohlberg refers to as the first stage of conventional approval

seeking (i,e., "good boyc- good girl"); Stage Four--orientation

toward authority, law and duty, characterized by a-strong
I 9

-belief in 'law and order" as a primary value; Stage Five--

social contract orientation, a post - conventional level of

moral development defingd in terms' of general principles sub

as individual, rights, human dignity, equality, 'contractual

agreemerrtiand mutual obligations. This stageis also known

as the principled stage. Stage Six--universal ethical prin-

ciples orientation, the highest principled stage of moral

development, is-viewed 'as a decis,ionof conscience which is

based On self-chosen ethical principles charActerized by

consistency, logical comprehensiveness and universality.

Much of Kohlbeig"A research deals with subjects in the

age range frcm ten to sixteen, and a follow-up in their

twenties (Muuss, 1976). Findings indicate that the moral

thinking of stages three to sik,can. be found in adolescents

as well asfadults, with Stages Three and.Four being the
. .

conventional group and law-oriented levels of moral develop-'

ment in which most adolescents" and

4qmeven

the majority of
. ,

s.% :`.
'.. . ,

adults function. (Only ten percent of adults are thought

to react; level six.) However, Kohlberg (1964) has argIled

9
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that in late adolescence the continued endorsement of cOnven-

tional morality-reflects a deficiendy in moral develoPment.

The issue'of teaching moral values and behavior in public

,schools is a controversial. one and little time and.space is
4...

provided for "character education" in ,today's curriculum.,

Accdrding to Muuss, there, is a ker'that ar itrary values may

be imposed upon unsuspecting students. Very often, moral

education is disguised in "vaiueneutral" approaches such 4s

mental health or personality develdpment. In addition, there

very often appears to be a hidden moral Curriculum (i.e., stay

in your seat, make to noise) whichMay be at variance with

, what a teacher would define as.his or her system Of values.

Earlier moral education was defined by Kohlberg as "a bAg of

virtues," and included such attribiltes as honesty, Clean-
.

liness, bravery and reverence. The problem with this approach

is that there are no such psychological traits identified;

the virtues are evaluative labels not consistently reflected

in behavior. In studies conducted by Hartshore and May

(1928-10.), participation id character education programs such

as,provided by schools of that time, Sunday schools and Boy

Spouts, did not contribute to improved moral behavior as

measured by a test involving honesty, self,-contr ol and service.

Kohlberg is convinced that moral thinking can be enhanced'

through educ(tional procedures that aid and encourage the

child in his natural developmental tendencies to take the

next step in a direction to the greater moral maturity towards

which the child is already predisposed.

14
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*Progress from one stage to the next is achieved, according

to Kohlberg, riot simply, as an advance, -but as a reorggnitation

and a restructuring of earlier thinking modes. Keasy J19742

found'that stages of moral' development of early adolescents

:. were positively related to the degree to, which an individual

was rated- by himself, his peers and his teacher as high in

social participation. Adolescents with a great deal of peer

. group sjggyolvement, role taking opportunities and social inter-
.

1 action advanced more rapidly than students who were socially_,
c ,

, withdrawn or who lacked opportunities fdi social participation.-

Kohlbergs (1970) approach to teaching moral values

involves an essential base of creating in the student a feeling

Of dissatisfaction about his s-Concept of good and.bad, and

right and wrong.` This is brought about by exposing the

adolescent to choice situations involving a moral conflict' or.

dilemma for which there is no easy, readily available solution.
417

The next step is to engage the student in a discussion with-

peers where different interpretations, disagreements and

conflicts are freely expressed, thus inviting role-taking.

Ideally, the arguments- should be one stage ahead of the

subject's moral development. By creating a cognitive

Dissonance and listening to the arguments of -others, the

adolescent will see aspects of the moral dilemma not

accessible before.

Reseaich studies (Blatt, 1959; Kohlberg & Blatt, 1972)

have shown that fifty percent' of preadolescent subjects

utilizing this technique moved up one stage, and an additional

15
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ten percent moved up two stagds. In a,control -group not

exposed to moral thinking. teachings, only ten percent moved

up one stage during the same period of time.

A critical look at Kohlberg's Moral Stage Theory is given

in'dePth by John C. Gibbs-'(1979). He cites in this essay

numerous criticisms of the theory, suggesting. that it is -

elitist, ethonocentric and excessively'9,bstract. His piimary

conclusion is that Kohlberg's revisions over a twenty-year

span, although important, have not gone far enough.

A challenge-to traditional assumptions about jthe develop-

.

ment of intelligence in the adolesCent are provided by the

findings of Epstein (1974) on brain groWth periodization.

Toepfler (14.0), who collaborated with Epstein on several

articles, feels that the area of brain growth periodization

will prove possibly.the most important area of informAtion

leading to.critical improvements in middle grades education.

, Epstein suggepts that brain growth reaches a plateau

period between the.ages of 12-14 years. During this period,

it becomes virtually impossible for the ninety7five percent

of this age group who have nql initiated formal operational

thinking,to develop 'new and (higher level cognitive thinking

skills.

In analysing Eptein's theory, however,.Toepfler does not

recommend that formal operations be elianated andpostponed

until the high school years. Rather, what' he suggests is

that a means be established to identify when the adolescent

both enters and leaves the periods of growth and periodization.

16
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By utilizing this information, the middle grade program will,

be able to identify student readiness to be' challenged at

varying cognitive levels. This approach would necessitate

highly personalized instruction involving small groups of

learners who are within common plateau parameters.

In traditional.educational settings, a continued demand

for an adolescent's brain to handle increasingly. complex

input when they are not in a- ositipn to comprehend may

result in the rejection of the e inputs and the possible

development of negative nei,al.networks that dissipate the

energy of the inputs., Thus, as a result, it is possible

that even' when the subsequent growth of the brain-(between

fourteen and sixteen) has led to a readiness to support the

development of more compaex cognitive skills, a large number

of individuals will be riterally "turned off," and can no

longSr4develoP novel cognitive skills!

Prukey's porting data (1970) identifies that during

the middle schoo years poor self-concept correlates with a

lack of cognitive .achievement. Practice has demonstrated,.

that experiences that reverse poor self-coAcept.and improve

this perception bring about a Rarallelimprovement in cogni-

tive achievement.

Toepffer (1980) suggests that in designing a middle

grades program,. there must be (1) a discontinuance of mass

introduction of novel cognitive skills to unready students;

(2) introduction of new Cognitive information presented at

the existing skill level of the students, and (3) curriculum

13
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e aimed the mauringof existing 'cognitive skills of the

middle. grade students-.

Another generally accepted theory is thit the brain is

divided int6'two liemispheres.- According tothis,theory, the

left hemisphere acts as the seat of analysis and sequential

thinking, and specialized verbal tasks; the right hemisphere

is specialized for visual-spatial abilities--that is, complex

perceptual tasks not dnvolving verbalization (Williams, 1977;

Hellige, 1980). Howeverfr theorists suggest' hat it is

possible that the hemispheres are not specialized for verbal

vs. non-verbal processing per-se, but rather for. serial vs.

parallel prccessing, or analytic vs,. holistic or Gestalt-like

processing.

Theverbal-analytic style is extremely efficient for

dealing with the object world. Our mode n technology and

standard of living depend heavily on ghly'developed, linear

analytic methods. The holistic mode of information processing

allows us to perceive,pAterns even. whep some of the pieces

are missing; this is not possible when using a logical,

sequential mode.

According to Galin Il976), the analytic ana holistic

modes are Complementary, each providing a dimension thAt the

other lacks. Creative perSons such as artists, scientists

and mathematicians report that their work is based on a

smooth` integration of both modes.

Though popular statements about cerebral hemisphere

differences often imply that the specializations are absoluie,

of

14
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there is growing evidence that many specializations are

partia , in the sense that both hemispheres can perform a

given task, but with-different levels of efficiency (Hellige,

1980).

'Though much has been wrl.)tten about right- brain/left brain

differentiation, there have not been enough concrete, -

controlled experiments to reaoh the absolutes that would
r ;

justify large-scale curriculum changes. Boten (1975) has

observed,-however, that we have educated our students in a

Lopsided way, overemphasizing analytic left hemisphere skills
.

at the expense of holistic right hemisphere skills. This

might imply that some additional right brain curriculum be

added to achiee a more balanced approach.

ThesMead School* in Connecticut has successfully incoikk-
PI

porated a right brain approach Using art to learn mathematics,

science and other traditionally left -brain subjects (Williams,

1977) . Much of- the Mead School's present curricuium reflects

the research of H4ston-Masters, with the aMdunt of arts and

art-related work varying considerably from student toent.

The school reports that SAT norms were generally two levels

above.gnde level in every subject.

Bgfore jumping on the cerebral laterality 'bandwagon,"

Hellige (1980) suggests that while educational systems might

give mote, emphasis than in the past to such areas as art,

intuition} andcreative thinking, their inclusion in a school

curriculum can neither be justified nor ,deniecNn light of

existing research.

15
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Cognitive Styles of Early Adolescents
fr

If educators accept Elkind's (1981) postulation that the

most efficient learning tjes place when there is a definite

match between the stage of the_studene.s thbught structure

and the level of reasoning demanded by the curriculum

material, then consideration must begiven to the variation
OM.

in cognitive styles of students. The term "style" refers to
4

the pattern of thinking a person consistently uses in a variety

of different intellectual activities.
ti

According to Dunn, Price, Dunn & Saunders (1979),

research studievhave shown that students can identify their

own learning styles, and once they are cognizant of how they

learn, they should be better, able to make wise decisions

concerning the instructional choices that they are permitted.

A Learning Style Inventory (LSI) was developed to identify

how students prefer to learn in conjunction with several

0
alternative apiroache, to individualized instruction, and is

composed of questions in twenty-four areas. Dunn et al.

hypothesize that the,more confidence elicited by success

with choices, the greater the student's self-esteet. This .

greater self-esteem seems to correlate with the traits.of

persistence, ability to remain in one place, and ability to,

learn in'vai-ied ways. Most educators vatue persistence, for

this characteristic suggelts follow-through and completion of

,',assignments. When'these characteristics are displayed, they

tend to elicit praise, which, increases the level of self-

esteem. The fidgety, inattentive, learner very often receives

' 0
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negativ attention, is criticized and corrected for mobility;

this may contribute to a s'tudent's self- image. Dunn et

al. suggest that it is becoming increasingly important for
f

educators to recognize individuals whose needs to learn are

different from-the_geperal concept of the ready learner,.

Another measure of cognitive style is field .Mpendence-

independence. A field dependent mode of perception is said

to be dominated by the overall organization of the vis

field,_whereas field independent percepti involves .th

experiencing of parts of a field as- ate from the organized

background. Extensive research in the area revealed field

independent students function better in an open or'unstructured

atmosphere than field dependent students. Fie ependent

students assigned to an open educational class may display

negative traits because they cannot optimize learning in

such an environment. This seems to be pafticularly pronounced

in academic',areas such as math and English (Shein, 1978).,

Witkin's studies (1972) identified the field,dePendeni
_

pvson as "global", and the field independent as "analytical."

Analytical persons tend to 'focus In ontpecitic elements of a

problem, rather than on the whole issue. They -are predominately

impersonal end ha* little concern
100

with social amenities% In

contrast,. the "globals" characteristically tend to take into

account the total dimensionsof a problem rather than'

isolated segments of it. They are socially oriented, inclined

to seek out interaction with others an0 to take into accour

the point of view of others in making decisions. Neither

17
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style isbetter or worse according to MarOrella (1980), nor,

has either one been related to 'superior intellectual ability.

They are mere] decidedly different personal styles which tend

to remain -relativelY 'permanent.

0
4

Desjarlais (1974)-,Ipund that there are substantial

indications that cognitive style is nddloendent of intelli-. -
0 4 p *

gentle and that it seemingly has little to do with the

qualitative transformations in-tbpu4ht that accompany adoles-
N'

cence. However, Certain kinds of contents are known to be

handled best through particular-cognitive modes- As an -
0

--,

example, Desjarlais states that ,scientific and mathematical
. '',

u
4

.

concepts are most effectively undersold by an adolescent who

i8 reflective and analytical in his or her studies, whiJe an

impulsive and globally reactive adolescent seAms more dapable

a d efficient in treating humanities,:artiStic and literary

aterials. Identification of the individual adolescent's

style of cognitiori'should be considered'as valtabfe datajor

.../;)

'modification off curriculum.

Learning style and ability gOuping were linked in a
. . f - e , A

,

study of seventh graders (Marcus, 1979). The data revealed

that. seventy-one perc 1)1. of "a "below-average" group needed

mobility to *a very high degree. 'Grouping -Itomogeneously might

provide a 'way for "below average students to exercise thef

pkeference,formobility 4nd infOrmalitY." It is likely that

responsivepess to these Mobility and informality needs could
41

enhance aVoidance of many potential discipline problems.

Hence, a more positive attitude towards learning could evolve.

Ne

,e
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'In schools with'heterogeneous grouping,'it would be of benefit

to make teachers aware that students who appear to be at the

bottom, academically, could conceivably benefit from an r6

assessment of their learning styles.

/In another stud, classroom process data from ,twenty- ,

seven junior high schoolEnglish classes in a large metro-

politan school district were analyzed to assess the effects

of, class heterogeneity (Evertson, 1981). Results suggested
r

.

that heterogeneity of students'' entering achievement levels

it-1a given clads limits'the teacheEs' sucQessful adaptation'

of instru ction to individual student academic and affective

needs. Higher heterogeneity was also associated with a

lesser degree of student task engagement and cooperation. The

effects of extreme heterogeneity were greatest in classes

taught.by relatively poor managers. The results of this
o

study did not amount to a warningto discontinue-heterogeneous

ability grouping in English classes, but rather suggest

caution in considering the social. psychologists' case against

homogeneous abj.lity gro ping and tracking. An extremely' 414

heterogeneous class also becomes "special" and extraordinary

demands may be placed on the teacher's time, attention and

classroom management skills. The study indicated that

skilled classroom managers can make many of the necessary'

adjustents but less skilled classroom managers cannot.

InService programs with a focus on classroom management were

In another study byEvertson..(1980), seatwork format was

23
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correlated to attentiong,spans of low-ability and average-

ability classes. It was found, that it was generally more

difficult to-sustain IxtEnded seatwork activities in the low-
,'

ability classes. -Inattention was mitigated in one such

class by incorporating some of the seatwork into the lecture

in very brief segments,'thus placing'the responsibility for

maintaining lesson Continuity with the students for ot.ya

very 4253 ISeriosd o Lme. It.waSifound that it Was much

easier to'get the students to work on their own.an this way,

and that there was more opportunity for modifications .based

upon more immediate fe dback ith extenSed seatwork

activities.

Organizational Practices and Curriculum

x

A number of articles reviewed conclUdethat a good.

junior high school program should not be content7oriented

alone/ but should also offer a wide range of intellectual,

A socia'l and - physical experi ces.

Hoffman (1979) suggests that the org'nization of a

luniorilligh school or middle school should not follow the

"self-destructive" model characteristics of the high

school--the fragmented rosters; large, unmanageable lunch-
A

room situations; inordinate disciplining; -tracking; focus

on subject rather than-stddent; bells and changes of classes',

. "floating" teachers;' detention rooms, and so on. He recomT

mends as a model the Rhodes Middle School in Philadelphia.

There; each teacher is a generalist who teaches all of the

24
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main subject areas in his or her classroom.- Modeling the

school after the eleMentary school, all fifth and sixth

graders are together, as are seventh and eighth graders.

This makes possible a. standard class size for all'teachers,.-

which simplifies scheduling, and if greater heterogeneity is
A

found, allows much greater ease in Moving toyards individuali-

zation Of instruction:

Scannella (1977) feels that it-is essential for the

. early adolescent to receive individualized instruction'which

involves working within flexible time patterns and interacting/

on many interpersonal levels. Tethrr teaching and an abundance

of materials geared to a variety of ability levels can allow

for the fleXibility and individualization desired. Students

at this level need to have opportunities for explor'atory study

and enrichment activities.

Stewart (1975) is concerned that a Subject-by-subject

teaching approach with its overriding. emphasis--on content

poses a serious tfireat--that of obscuring the phenomenon of

adolescence. This approach usually features a school week

that is subdivided into five "look*-aliken-kdays with each day

further brOken down into time slots of 40-50 minutes each,

Subject mater is then arbitrarily fitted into these time

Slots. As students are expected to- advance through stan-

Cdardized materials in lock-step fashion, this approach has

little in it to accommodate the adolescent, according to

Stewart.

A study by McMullin (1978) indicates that the timetables

25:
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of the junior high schOol Closely resemble those of the.

schools of the past. Subjects are studied in peridds, usually
. .

between 40-60 minutes'inElength. These spread out through 'the

week, so tfi.n any one day the students'are expected, upon

'the sound -of 'a'bell, to punctually change their,mentalthabits

and responses six.td eight times. ThiS passi4e.

absorption and denies the importance of Motivation and interest.

As an option td the traditional timetable, it may be

useful to take a look at how the Poway City kinified School

Distrilet has designed tl-eir Multi-age program (1979):

Thisioption'provides for continuous progress
over a three-year period. Individualized
instruction is a major emphasis. A typical
schedule might be:

M.A.' 6th M.A. 7th or 8th a

Multi -age 3 hours Multi-age . 1 hour
Physical Ed 1 hour2 Science/M.A.

Elec. 1 hoUr
Lunch 5 hour Physicatt,hd 1 hour -

Multi -age 1 hoir Lunch 5 hour v.
Chorus 1 hour Multi-age 1 hour.

Math 1 hour ,

Seventh and Eighth Grade: Seventh and
eighth graders retain,a block of BasicEd
time and participate in Physical Ed, Math,
Science and exploratory electives. A
sample daily program might be:

Math 1 hour
,-..

...../.

- Elective ,l hour
Science/Basic Ed 1 hour
LUnch ,' 5 hour
Basic, Rd ,

:,,

2 hours
P.E

i
1 hour

,e'
The major chaeter,istic of ,'the Basic Ed

' Program is the user of large blocks 'of time
to provide for continuity and make extensive
teacher contact with individual students.

C
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Though considering the goals of the high school rather than

the junior high school per .se, Mar (1980), states that the

length of our current school day is excessive,. and that there

is additional pressure to make it longer, largely reinforced

'71marlethe philosophy of comprehensiveness in an innocent way. An

inadvertent byproduct of the lengthy schedule is that it

isolates ycung people from significant contact with adults

other than teacheis and family. Historically, after the rites

of passage, youth of an ages were expected to perform as

adults_in their work, religion and family. This provided a

transfer of powerful informal education.

Feeney (1980) states that although rigidly constructed

time blocks of usually less'than an hour are not responsive

to the adolescents'.individually different needs for physical

activity, it does at least guarantee an opportunity for move-

ment every hour.

According to Feeney, a developmentally based curriculum

focused upon the lives and daily needs of the young adoles-

cent would support the movement from concrete operations to

formal thought, inquiry and problem solving.® Young adolescents

need more experiential learning with greaterempha4s on the

relevance of the curriculum to their own lives and interests.

In particular, young idolescents need more direct experience

outside of the school` setting to test skills and learn more

abort themselveS.

Feeney states that many schools today are using learning

centers for individualized study, hence allowing for individual



I
differences in cognitive ability. Classes arse divided into

smaller working groups to give students an opportunity for

more peer interaction.

Because most young adolescents have had little experience

with flexible scheduling and a range of options in activitids,,

it is suggested that they not be turned looSe with more

freedom of choice than they can handle, but rather that 'they

learn to choose in a carefully structured setting with

necessary limit's and support for their development.

Coppock (1977) recommends a concept-based curriculum as

an alternative to traditional secondary models. Her emphasis

is on presenting an interdisciplinary cluster of related

subjects in an attempt to integrate and synthesize knowledge.

The middle years are a time to encourage exploratory programs,

and devote tore-type blocks o)E time to subject oriented areas

like English. Coppock suggeats that if a course of open
4

classrooms, interdisciplinary courses and emphasis on individ-
.

ualized learning is pursued, the interfacing of a well-endowed,

media center with an expert media specialist is of utmost'

importance. The proposed standards and guidelines for middle/

junior high schools in New Hampshire (New Hampshire State

Depaktment of Education, 1976) support this approach.

.The Detr,lit middle schools are meeting the c411enge to

O

develop an optimum learning curriculum with flexible approaches

to instruction which utilize team teaching, flexible scheduling,

individualized instruction, independent study and tutorial

programs. The Detroit schools also teach required special

24



courses.uch as art and home economics in departmental form,

frequently with an interdisciplinary or multidisciplinary

approach. 'their guidance program has been set up as a

distinct entity to fill the special needs of the adolesCent.
,

Limited attention is given to interschool sports and social

activities, thus holding down the social pressures for the

students.

Kunsmiller Junior High SChool reorganized a, traditionally.

structured school in 1975 with a plan called, "A Grade Level

House Plan" (Seick, 1976). Their innovative plan was surveyed

and evaluated in the spring of 1976, and the results were

judged,to be positive, indicating that the objectives set

were met,, with a few minor exceptions. All of the curriculum

innovations were judged so successful that they were continued

into the folloWing school year. Curriculum changes included

the incorporation of team,teaching in two disciplines such as

science and mathematics, social studies and Engligh. -Low-
,

achieving sere h grade students were selected for placement

in a' self-contained classroom program taught by one teacher.

This was to meet the students' security and reinforcement

needs.

Kunsrailler's science curriculum was re'ised because both

teachers and students were unhappy-with'a relatively- unpro-

ductive experience. Ei?Jat areas of study were then developed

as mini-courses frogi which a student could` select four- -two

per semester. Placing some choice in the hands of the students

renewed vitality and interest.

25
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Alther change involved going from "forced" electives

in the eighth grade for the sake of schedule flexibility to_a

real choice of electives, with a student being able to change

at the semester if the experience was not rewarding. This

scheduling revision has also proven successful.

Kunsmiller also adopted an exploratory program in careers

designed far students who would not be going on to college,
4

and which aims at exposure to a career, and vocational-centered

curriculum.

Instructional Methods

There is little doubt that effective teachers are the

key to success in the middle school: The personal qualities

of a teacher ard'essential, and according to Feeney (1980),

those who work with the young adolescent would do well to have

some of the same characteristirtis possessed by good teachers

of young childreh: Knowledge of the variability of develop-

mental characteristics in the young adolescent could help
-

middle giad e teachers respond as flexibly to their students'

behavior and idiosyncracPts as do most early childhood

educators. °

Teichers-who are secure in their adult identity, able

to recall their own teenage,yulnerability, and who are com-

fortable with their sexuality are capable of supporting

children's good feelings about themselves and can understand

and respectttheirststudentS' sensitivity to criticism, desire

for group acceptance and feelings of being acutely conspicuous.

1 26
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Feeney suggests that young adolescents reElpond best to

adults who exercise natural authority, rather than those who

exhibit. arbitrary authori'eV or who abdicate authority.

Adolescents need adults who are trustworthy, who are fair

and consistent, who set reasonable limits, and who realize

that adolescents need to have someone to push against while

testing those limits.

Elkind (1981) defines-the good teacher as one who has

learned that the intellective unconscious cannot be reached

by reflection after the fact. The good teacher knows that

to understand the structure of a skill, its components and

their organization, and the process of acquiring it, one has

to observe the skill being acquired. Thus, the good teacher

watches the learner and relates his or her demonsrations to

thote observations. At an example, to discover the difficul-

ties children are encountering in learning math, it is

necessary to observe the errors that are made as they go
o 4

along. ,,Insightful observation requires not only watching the

learner carefully, but knowledge of the task as well.

Gatewood (1975) reports on a list of twenty competencies

required for effective middle school teaching developed in

the state of Florida. He feels that these competencies must

be met if the iniddletschool is to fulfill its function. Self-

and .other awareness,. flexibility and coopdrativeness are

competencies,stssed.

Recent studie's (Good, Biddle, Brophy, 1975; and Rakowi

Airasian, Maddus, 1978) provide strong support for the idea
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that teachers do make a difference in student learning. :Certain

teachers elicit much more student learning than others,..and

their success is tied to consistent differences in teaching

behavior. While there is no support for theexistence of a

pool of generic teaching skills, data integrated at a higher

level of generality show several patterns are consistently

related to learning gains.

One of ttese patterns involves the influence of teacher

expedtations and role definitions. Teachers who believe that

instructing students in the curriculum is basic to their role,

who fully expect to conduct such instruction, and who fully

allocate more of their time to do so in they classroom, are

more successful than teachers who do not.

Another basic cluster of effective teaching behaviors

includes such'var±ables as classroom management skills,

student engagement /t -on-task, and student opportunity to

learn materials. Effective tea ers know hOw to organize and

maintain a classroom learning en ironment that maximizes time

. 'engaged in producti've activities (time-on-task), and minimizes,

the time lost during transitions, periods of confulon, or

disruptions that require disciplinary action.

Brophy (1979) finds that` another cluster of effective

teachi'hg behaviors indicates support for the various elements
se

of direct instruction. Direct instruction is a. relatively
*44$

new concept, developed independently by a number of. researchers

over the past years. Direct instruction refers to those

activities directly related to student progress in specific
et

4
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subject areas and to the settings that promote such activities
r-

(Rosenshine, 1979). irect instruction involves academidally

focused, teacher-directed classrooms in which sequenced and

structured'materials are used. Gals are made clear to

students,Ztime allocated for in ruction is sufficient and

continuous, coverage of content is extensive, student per-
t,

formancexs monitored, questions are at a low cognitive level

so_ that, tudents may produce many correct responses, and

feedback) to the students is'immediate and academically oriented.

,In direcit instruction, the teacher controls instructional goals,

chooses materials appropriate to the student's ability ail'

paces the:instruction. Interaction is structured, but not

authoritarian. The goal is to move the students through a

sequenced set' of materials or tasks until mastery is achieye
. e -

Other'ttudies (Gage, 1978; Inman, 1977; Stallings and

Hentzell 1978) consistently reveal that students taught with

a structured curriculum,do better than those taught with

individuallized or discovery learning approaches, and those whop.

receive mole instruction directly from the teacher do better

than those hxpected to learn on their own or from one another.
a' 1

Teacher leotures and demonstrations are important, as are

recitation,` drill and practice. It appears from these studies

o

that most fop's Of open education or individualized ins ruc-

tion involve4inrealistic expectations about the degree to

which studentS. in .the early grades can manage their activities

and learn. independently. It should be noted that most of ,these

studies focu on grades 1-60 and findings may or may not relate to

students in the middle gradfe
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Evertson, Anderson and Brophy (1978) obtained strikingly

different results for seventh'and eighth grade English classes.

Signifidant relationships between classroom process variablek.,.

and student learning in these English classes were infrequent,

and there was little support fOr the direct instruction model.

The major factor underlying this finding appeared to be that

basic skill-mastery is not a primary goal of seventh and

eighth grade English classes. Instructional objectives

pursued in these clasapsare more numerous and variable than

than in math classes, and many, such as those for poetry

composition, oral dramatization, or litera' ture appreciation

are not easily or even appropriately pursued with the direct

instruction method.
A

To be effective-within any (liven grate level, teachers

working with low ability students need to move at a slower

pace and-provide,more repetition and individualized monitoring.

They-must make'sure that ovprlearning is attained be(ore

moviag on to objectives that assume prior mystery of present'-

objectives. They must be willing to supply greater warmth,

encouragement and personalized teaching, -but with less challenge

and fewer demands or criticisms (Brophy and Evertson, 6)..

Some studies have found that combining time- on - k and

direbt instruction with group mastery learning can be quite

powerful (Burns, 1979; Katims, 1979; Block, 1971).

In simplest terms, mastery learning involves the identi-

fication of topics within a curriculum area and the( develop-i

ment of objectives that test the learners' masky of each

,30
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of these topics. The group-based approach to mastery learning

is an approach in.which,the tacher,teaches a class, then uses

feedback as the basis4for( individualizing. the corrective

procedures for the students.

,Klein (1979) suggests that to implement mastery arning,*

a model should be deVeloped in four steps: (l) settin

Bards, that specify the qualitative characteristics of the

prograMi (2) selecting the.patterns of instruction; (3) selecting

the form of instruction; and (4) establishing the instructional

programming procedures.

lcDoes mastery learning work? According to Burns (1978),

)( research evidence shows tnat-mastery learning is much more
,

effective than conventional methods. What is not knowft--ie

whether,it works equally well for all kinds of learning and

. for all kinds of 'students'. Equally- important, though' not

well studied, are questions asto what'are mastery learning's

personal and societal implication's. Block (1979) states that

one striking feature is the degree to Which it encourages

cooperative individualism in student learning as opposed to

selfish competition.

Mastery earning has been used in the Chicago Public

School system in reading for the pdst six years. Katims

(1979) states that tp, be actively engaged in mastery learning0

instruction, teachers and students must experience success.-

He believes that the effects of success can be so powerful

that they eliminate the effects of years of failure; Some

evidence of this was apparent in the ahicago summer 'school

'of 1978 which,he describes. -,

35
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!though research from mastery learning indicates that

7proximately ninety -five, percent of our students can learn

everything thd schopls have to telfh, and that they dan Yearn

it at a mastery-level with little additional expenditure of

instructional effort (Block, 1971), it still is not as ,widely

used as it could be: Horton (1979) states that for mastery

to succeed: (1) carefully and specifi ally stated'edupational

goals have to be outlined and agreed up n; (2). more and better

diagnostic and assessment tools should be readily available

to teachers trained.in their use and interpretation; (3)

corrective or remedial instruction treatment must be available'

at eacivistep in the-form of resources and well-defined alter-

nate.instrucAonal.modes. If this component fails, the entire

process 'fails. Although research suggeSts that the ninety-,
. ,,

..five percent mastery rate can be achieved with as little as;.
4".

a ten to twenty perdent increase in instructional effort,
.1

most teachers perceive themselves tp be working at full

capacity now Unless a teachei- is completely dedicatedto

the concept of mastery' learning, the enormity of the.task is

likely to hinder widespread adoption of mastery learning into

the classrooms. Block suggests that there must be increased

emphasis on early childhood education in relation to- mastery

learning' and that an awareness should be developed of the

difficulty of defining curriculum' for mastery. He points out

that the traditionak uses of time and content must be reversed

for mastery learning to succeed. In most Schools, time is a

.fixed variable, while the amount of content Mastered is a
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flexible variable. Mastery learning requires flexible time

slots, but assures a fixed mastery of content--that, most

of the students would achieve mastery, although at varying

rates.' While this is appealing, no practical means for

implementing this concept in the real world of day-to-days

school planning has been invented. Also, mastery learning

may assume that teachers do not usually poss'ss in

the amount needed to assure su cess*. Educators who are

humanistically'oriented generally look askance at any model

for teaching grounded in behavierism. For maery learning

to succeed, teachres will have/to be convinced that it can

contribute to divergent and creative learning stylesS. If it

is perceived to be at variance with most' teachers' experiences

of a 936t learning enviro ent, it cannot succeed.

Evertson and Ander n (1978) explored the specifics

involved in organizing an managing the classroom, and the

interactiOns between management and instruction. Results

.fram -the study strongly s pport the major generalizations that:

(a) classroom_organizatipn and management skills are intiamately

related to instruction skillsthat is, good instructors tend

to be good managers; and05) successful classroom managers

spend'a great deal of time .early in the year conducting semi-
s

A formal lesSons to familiarize stAdents with rules and

procedures.

Brophy and Putnam (1979) and Evertson and Anderson (1978)

have investigated what constitutes effective classroom manage- °

ment and how it interacts with effective .instruction.. Brophy
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and Putnam note strong. support for most of the variables

stressed by Kounin (1970). These variables are "w±th-itness,"

overlapping, signal continuity and momentum during lessons,

and variety and challenge during seatwork. Recent studies do

not support Kounin's variables of group alerting and accounta-

bility, which call for teachers to be random and unpredictable

.in'their questioning, call on non-volunteers frequently, and

require students to 'comment on one another's4responses.

Apparently, teachers who do all the other things that Kounin

stresses, and therefore are successful in maximizing student

attentipn and engagement, should not need to use group alerting

and accountability very often.

The 'next studies described yielded information related to

specific subject areas. They are categorized by arep.

Science/Mathematics. The process approach to.teaching

is often viewed as incompatible with the content or product

&roach to science. While processes represent a cognitively

active problem-solving environment, products are often presented

to be learned in a'passiVe reception mode. This need not be

the case, since our scientific knowledge is developed throdgh

the use of process skills (Tobin and Capie, 1980). Process

teaching is still relatively uncommon, and even when imple-

mented, there is still a question about,the effectiveness of

instruction'. Tobin and Capies' study of 400 students in

grades Six to eight revealed that the majority were unable to

use integrated science processes related to planning'and

conducting an investigation. It is possible that Middle
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school students are unable to use the thought processes

required integrated procesS skills. Thirty percent of the

variation in process skill achievement was attributable to

differences in the formal reasoning ability of the learners.

Students with higher levels of formal reasoning ability,

achieved at<a higher level. The implications can be construed

to mean that integrated science.processes,should not be

'taught in middle schools or that integrated science proCesses

should constitute a fundamental Component of middle school

curriculum as teaching the integrated science processes will

promote the developthent of formal reasoning ability. It is

suggested by Tobin that several logically related skills be

introduced at th same time in a problem solvilig context in

the science program. The main advantage of this approach is

that lesson sequences can be planned to provide continuity,

of content as well as opportunities_ for process skill

development.

Supporting this approach, Yoetis and Hosticka' (1980)

state that middle level educatipn is a logical place to begin

instruction of critical thinking and formal operational

thought, particularly through the development of problem

solving skills in science and matheffiatics. They propose a

three-phase model for teaching problem solving to the middle

school student- -cue attendance, verbalizing or thinking aloud,

and deAloping a diagram of the steps of the solution.

English/Language Arts.** Horst and Johnson (1981) feel

that the most obviousobservation in teaching Efiglish/langUage
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arts is that young adolescents cannot be asked to perform

at the formal Operations level before they are biologically

and physiologicallYready. They propose that formal grammar

instruction be postponed until the student has exhibited the

ability to reason abstractly. Abstract activities ,such as

archetypal literary criticism,. analysis of complex literary

conventions, and writing papers that require complex analysis

of.abstract topics are seen as being inappropriate until

students have achieved the ability to reasori-abstractly.

The findings of Wisand (1978) are that in most reading

programs there is still a tendency to make skill-oriented

curriculum decisions. The movement from achievement tests to,

criterion-referenced testsihasznot caused notable changes in

the teachinc process, as theCriterion-referenced tests are

still'skills-oriented. Wisand`feels that it is imperativi

that educators be retrained in processes which support the

change to child-oriented curriculum decision making. Teachers

need to be aware of the variety of developmental models which

could enableAthem 't00 determine the uniqueness of any child's

stag of development. In addition, Wisand feels that

more,emphasisshovld be placedupon theivalidity of the

teather's observation as a legitimate curriculum decision

making base.

Drawing upon the research.of Piaget, Ritter (1981) 'states

that the degrN to which the adolescent has mastered formal

operational thought will influence his or her ability to

succeed in and learn from a speech class. Viewing the early
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adolescent as a predo4inately concrete thinker, Ritter

suggests that speech curriculum

,.tion, i.e., video, audiotape or

of communicative behavior.

be tied to "doing" communica-
,

writing with direct ob'serva-

In support of this, Erikson's

concept of adolescent group identification clarifies the

poSition of some .students in speech classes, where tensions

between peer group pressure and personal values may be brought

-to the surface.

Social Sciences. Martorella
4(1980) suggests that d. social

-Sciences curriculum should derive, principally from the needs

and interests of students and society and should be holistic

in nature. Curricular innovation is most effective through
r.,

incrementaliam,, with a sensitivity to established institutional

constraints. According to Martorella, the middle grades are a

time for exploring the here and now, a time for making the

community and-school a social laboratory in which the student
. .

.can expand, particularly in ,tfie area of docial,,sciences.

Industrial Arts:'Ritz (1977) presents the possibility

of combining home economics, art and industrial arts as an

interdisciplinary, approach labeled "unified arts." The result

8 of'this would be that the middle grade learners would be treated

mbre holistically and their develOping concepts would not be

.segregatd into individual subject areas. A diagram of this

,approach is

'5

resented.
. .
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UNIFIED ARTS SCOPE AND SEQUENCE
GRADES FIVE THROUGH EIGHT

GRADE 5

weeks
, .

1 - Unifying Experience and Orientation
(Wall Hanging Project)

4 x 3 - Introduction to Art
Introduction to Home Economics

.Introduction to Industrial Arts
-4 Unifying Experience: Materials and

Processes
5 x 3 - Art Independent Unit: Constructing

Home Economics Independent Unit: Hoasing
Industrial'Arts Independent Unit:.Man-

ufacturing
4 - Unifying Experience: Puppet Show

GRADE 7

weeks

1 - Unifying Experience and Orientation
(School Pennant Project)

4 x 3 - Art Independent Unit: Forming
Home Economics Independent Unit: Pro-

duction Sewing
Industrial Arts Independent Unit: Audio

and Audio - Visual Communications
4 - Unifying Experience: Consumerism
5 x 3 - Art Independent Unit: Printing

Home Economics Independent Unit: Foods
Industrial Arts Independent Unit: Con-

struction
4 - Unifying Experience: Problem Solving

GRADE 6

weeks

1 - Unifying Experience and Orientatioh
(Mobile Unit)

4 x 3 - Art Independent Unit: drtwing
Home Economics Independent Unit: Human

Development and the Family
Industrial Arts Independent Unit: Trans-

, portation .

4 - Unifying Experience: Design
5 x 3 - Art Independent Unit: Weaving and Stitch-

ery
Home EconOmics Independent Unit: Bglasic

Sewing
Industrial Arts Independent Unit: Visual

Communications
4 - Unifying Experience: Crafts Fair

GRADE 8

1 - Unifying Experience and Orientation
(Ecology Box Project}

4 x 3 - Art Independent Unit: Painting
Home Economics Independent Unit: Family

Economics
Industrial Arts Independent Unit:

Material Processing
4 - Unifying Experience: Careers
5 x 3 - Art Independent Unit: Aesthetic Appre-

ciation and Creative Activities
Home Economics Independent Unit: Home

Management
Industrial Arts Independent Unit: The

. Enterprise System
4 - Unifying Experience: Model Community

FIGURE 1
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